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Konvertor_tif2xxx is an application that will help you convert from TIFF / TIFF-F to the following formats: ? BMP Windows
bitmap ? EPS Encapsulated Postscript ? GIF Comuserve ? JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group ? PCL Page Control ?
PCX ZSoft ? PDF Portable Document ? PNG Portable Network ? PSD Photoshop ? PSEG IBM PSEG ? TGA Targa ? TIF
TIFF ? YUV Y, U, V files Here are some key features of "Konvertor jpg2xxx": ? Import your Pictures, Photos, Videos and
Music easily Konvertor has been designed to let you easily manage your media files. Browse photos and videos quickly as
resizable thumbnails in the browser. very simple, user-fiendly interface effects, filters, 250 different (blur, resize, charcoal,
shear, rotate, contrast etc.) individual frames extraction and conversion from ASF, MOV, AVI, MPEG, QT. full support for
XMP/IPTC/EXIF/GPS/8BIM/ID3. metadata (display, save, modify, add) extract your photos from your HP ALBM easily ?
Create HTML pages with thumbnails HTA Albums PDF Albums Metadata Albums (EXIF, IPTC, XMP, ID3.) Contact sheets
Slideshows Panoramas Phone backgrounds (1080 different models) Make ZIP files for easy storage and transfer ? Photo
editing Everything you need for enhancing photos and removeing images defects: editing of exposure, colors, sharpness,
shadow brightening, red-eye reduction, noise, rotation, cropping and much more! ? Available features (for Images) Auto-Trim,
Crop, Deskew, Flip, Mirror, Resample, Resize, Rotate Shear, Add Noise, Anti-Alias, Average, Bending, Border Remove
Brightness, Buttonize, Color Resolution, Colored Gray, Contour Contrast, Cylindrical, Despeckle, Dot Remove, DPI
Resolution Edge Detector, Emboss,
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The Konvertor_tif2xxx application offers you two modes of conversion: - Full conversion. - Full decompression and
restoration. - Full decompression and automatic file extraction. - Creation of CDs and download from the web. - Creation of
newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Gallery preview with Vista-compatible thumbs. - Dragging,
dropping, pasting, etc. with Explorer. - Creation of Adobe Photoshop Plugins. Konvertor_tif2xxx is not only a good image file
converter: - It helps you to see images in a new way. - It helps you to download, extract and save every image in your folder. -
It helps you to create easy HTML albums. - It helps you to create different versions of the same image. - It helps you to
organize your music and movies. - It helps you to create slideshow and create newsgroups, emails etc. - It helps you to create
comic strips. - It helps you to create perfect photo frames. - It helps you to create stunning presentation CDs. Key Features: -
High speed conversion to all TIFF / TIFF-F formats. - Full decompression and restoration. - Full decompression and automatic
file extraction. - Automatic file extraction with Vista compatible thumbs. - Creation of Photoshop Plugins. - Dragging,
dropping, pasting, etc. with Explorer. - Creation of Adobe Photoshop Plugins. - Offers two modes: Full conversion. - Full
decompression and restoration. - Full decompression and automatic file extraction. - Creation of Photoshop Plugins. - Creation
of newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email including the names of the
pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email
including the names of the pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Creation of
newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email including the names of the
pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email
including the names of the pictures. - Creation of newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures. - Creation of
newsgroups and email including the names of the pictures b7e8fdf5c8
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? Convert from TIFF - TIF (JPG format) ? Convert your images from TIFF - TIF (Aperture, Nikon, Canon) into JPG, BMP,
PCX, EPS, PNG, TGA, PSD, PSEG, PSEG IBM, PDF, PCL and many others formats. ? Separates RGB and CMYK. ? Extract
images from compressed archives and batch processing ? Reorder all images in the folder (if multiple files). ? Can work
directly from the Explorer window. If there are many images, or lots of selected images, you can use the `Next' button from the
toolbar to navigate to the next file. ? Speed and convenience of use! Convert your images from TIFF - TIF (Aperture, Nikon,
Canon) into JPG, BMP, PCX, EPS, PNG, TGA, PSD, PSEG, PSEG IBM, PDF, PCL and many others formats. ? Separates
RGB and CMYK ? Extract images from compressed archives and batch processing ? Reorder all images in the folder (if
multiple files). ? Can work directly from the Explorer window. If there are many images, or lots of selected images, you can
use the `Next' button from the toolbar to navigate to the next file. ? Speed and convenience of use! PCL Page Control are a
good way to introduce pages into your CD and DVD projects. The included pages can be duplicated into CD, DVD or
DVD+R. Moreover, these burning programs don't need any additional files to play back the music, photos or other special
projects. Package Contents: 1x Konvertor_tif2xxx 1x User Manual 1x cd x 2 For more information about the product(s), please
refer to the product datasheet and/or instruction manual. Our products do not include software upgrades, updates, or support
services; these products will be available from the manufacturer or its authorized distributor. Konvertor_tif2xxx Material and
Product Q.List Quantity:1PCS Packaging & Shipping Shipping Package Weight 1-2KGS 200g 5-10KGS 350g

What's New In?

Konvertor_tif2xxx is an application that will help you convert from TIFF / TIFF-F to the following formats: ? BMP Windows
bitmap ? EPS Encapsulated Postscript ? GIF Comuserve ? JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group ? PCL Page Control ?
PCX ZSoft ? PDF Portable Document ? PNG Portable Network ? PSD Photoshop ? PSEG IBM PSEG ? TGA Targa ? TIF
TIFF ? YUV Y, U, V files Here are some key features of "Konvertor jpg2xxx": ? Import your Pictures, Photos, Videos and
Music easily Konvertor has been designed to let you easily manage your media files. Browse photos and videos quickly as
resizable thumbnails in the browser. ? Create HTML pages with thumbnails HTA Albums PDF Albums Metadata Albums
(EXIF, IPTC, XMP/IPTC, ID3.) Contact sheets Slideshows Panoramas Phone backgrounds (1080 different models) Make ZIP
files for easy storage and transfer ? Photo editing Everything you need for enhancing photos and removeing images defects:
editing of exposure, colors, sharpness, shadow brightening, red-eye reduction, noise, rotation, contrast etc. very simple, user-
fiendly interface effects, filters, 250 different (blur, resize, charcoal, shear, rotate, contrast etc.) individual frames extraction
and conversion from ASF, MOV, AVI, MPEG, QT. full support for XMP/IPTC/EXIF/GPS/8BIM/ID3. metadata (display,
save, modify, add) extract your photos from your HP ALBM easily ? Create HTML pages with thumbnails HTA Albums PDF
Albums Metadata Albums (EXIF, IPTC, XMP, ID3.) Contact sheets Slideshows Panoramas Phone backgrounds (1080
different models) Make ZIP files for easy storage and transfer ? Photo editing Everything you need for enhancing photos and
removeing images defects: editing of exposure, colors, sharpness, shadow bright
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Processor: Intel® Pentium® III 1.4 GHz or equivalent (64 bit) Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9.0 or OpenGL® 1.1 compliant with 1024x768 resolution Recommended: Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor
1.4 GHz or equivalent (64 bit) Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 or OpenGL® 1.1 compliant with 1280x800
resolution
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